Sensory Scavenger Hunt

Take a sensory walk on a hiking or nature trail. Using your newly sharpened senses, search for the items below. Check the things you see, hear, touch, and smell. Remember, do not eat any part of a wild plant.
Add more to the lists if you discover others.

**Things to See**

- Feather
- Red berry
- Something yellow
- Purple flower
- Den tree
- Bird nest
- Bird flying
- Insect gall
- Spider web
- Something shiny
- Wiggling worm

**Things to Feel**

- Wet mud
- Wind on your face
- Rain drops
- Something bendable
- Something sharp
- Something sticky
- Last year's leaves
- Rock in the shade
- Rock in the sun
- Moss on a tree

**Things to Hear**

- Birdsong
- Insect buzzing
- Wind in the trees
- Woodpecker
- Leaves rustling
- A sound made by people
- Water sounds
- Branches creaking

**Things to smell**

- Dry soil
- Blooming flower
- Green grass
- Old leaves
- Tree bark
- Pine needles
- Wet soil
- Wood rotting